
Guide to example videos
This video guide is taken from Appendix B in Yasamin Motamedi-Mousavi’s doctoral
thesis, Artificial Sign Language Learning: a method for evolutionary linguistics.

Videos depicting gestures can be accessed through the Edinburgh University Data-

Share repository. Video examples correspond to stills given in figures for each chapter,

and details about how to identify video examples are given in each section below.

A.1 Examples from Chapter 2: Evolving artificial sign lan-

guages in the lab

Video file names

All video files relating to the experiments detailed in chapter 2 are prefixed with the

tag EX02.

File names are given with a tag identifying the meaning of the gesture, the experi-

mental condition, the chain or pair, and the round or generation. For the transmission

plus interaction and interaction-only conditions, a further identifier marks the par-

ticipant (simply as A or B). Seed gestures are marked with the meaning tag plus a

’SEED’ tag (i.e. ’arrest SEED’). For example, the file name

EX02 prison IT 35A

refers to a gesture for the meaning prison, taken from a participant in the transmis-

sion plus interaction condition, from generation 5 of chain 3. File names are given in

text to identify each video.

A.1.1 Seed gesture examples

Seed gestures were collected from 48 individuals, who produced a gesture for a single

meaning in the meaning space, giving 2 gesture videos per meaning. Unique sets of
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24 seed videos were produced for each chain by randomly selecting 1 out of the 2

gesture videos for each meaning in the meaning space.

Example of a seed gesture for to make an arrest

See figure 2.4.

File name:

EX02 arrest SEED

The participant gestures pointing a gun at a perpetrator, running after the perper-

trator and seizing and handcuffing said perpetrator.

Examples of seed gestures for the theme of hairdressing: hairdresser, hair salon,
and to give a haircut

See figure 2.5.

File names:

EX02 hairdresser SEED

EX02 hair salon SEED

EX02 haircut SEED

All participants produce a repeated hair-cutting gesture that does not provide in-

formation to distinguish between the meanings.

A.1.2 Examples from experiment 1: transmission plus interaction

Examples for the meaning prison from chain 3, generations 0, 1 and 5.

See figure 2.6.

File names:

EX02 prison SEED

EX02 prison IT 31A

EX02 prison IT 31B

EX02 prison IT 35A
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EX02 prison IT 35B

The participant at generation 0 produces a highly iconic, pantomimic gesture. Ges-

tures at generation retain a lot of the pantomimic qualities of the gesture, but reduce

the number of elements. By generation 5, it has become a two part gesture, signalling

the dimensions of the meaning space.

Examples showing the systematic reuse of signals on both the functional category
and the thematic category.

See figure 2.7.

File names:

EX02 prison IT 35B

EX02 church IT 35B

EX02 hair salon IT 35B

EX02 photographer IT 45B

EX02 camera IT 45B

EX02 take photo IT 45B

For gestures in the functional category of location, a roof gesture is systematically

re-used across the category.

For gestures in the thematic category of photography, the participant reuses the same

camera gesture.

Examples showing the reanalysis of a wave gesture to a functional element, through
a single chain.

See figure 2.8.

File names:

EX02 hairdresser IT 21A

EX02 hairdresser IT 22A

EX02 haircut IT 25A
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EX02 haircut IT 25B

EX02 sing IT 25A

EX02 sing IT 25B

A waving gesture is mimed in generation 1 for the meaning hairdresser, in which the

participant mimes being a hairdresser and waving at a client. By generation 5, the

gesture has changed formally and been reanalysed as a functional marker, evidenced

by its use in a gesture sequence for the meaning to sing.

A.1.3 Examples from the interaction-only condition (experiment 2)

Examples showing idiosyncratic gestures without the re-use of functional elements

See figure 2.14.

File names:

EX02 prison I 31A

EX02 prison I 35A

EX02 church I 35A

Gestures become reduced in form between rounds 1 and 5, and the participant does

not signal the similarity in meaning between prison and church.

Examples showing reduction in form of gestures

See figure 2.15.

File names:

EX02 photographer I 11A

EX02 photographer I 15A

EX02 camera I 15A

At round 1, the participant uses an iconic point-at-self gesture, followed by a camera

outline, to convey photographer. By generation 5, the camera outline has been reduced,

showing greater ambiguity. She does not re-use thematic elements across meanings,

as shown by her gesture for camera.
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A.1.4 Examples from the transmission-only condition (experiment 2)

Example of gestures in the location category, at generation 1 and 5 of the same
chain.

See figure 2.12.

File names:

EX02 prison T 41

EX02 prison T 45

EX02 church T 45

The gesture for prison at generation 1, like in other conditions, is still highly

iconic and pantomimic. By generation 5, the gesture has become segmented, re-

using and re-combining elements. The participant frequently repeats both thematic

and function sub-gestures.

Examples of redundancy in gestures in the transmission-only condition

See figure 2.13.

File name:

EX02 photographer T 55

In this gesture for photographer, the participant shows frequent re-use of sub-gestures,

demonstrating redundancy in the gesture sequence.

A.2 Examples from Chapter 3: The emergence of linguistic

categories

A.2.1 Video file names

Video file names for showing examples from chapter 3 are prefixed with EX03.

File names are given a meaning identify that identifies the target item and whether it

is used in a typical or atypical event. The numeric identifier gives a unique number

to each pair, with the addition of 1, 2 or 3 to denote each stage of the experiment (ip1,

comm or ip2), and a participant identifier (A or B). For example, the file name
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EX03 camera typical 31A

presents a gesture for the target item camera used in a typical scene. The gesture was

produced by a participant in the stage ip1.

A.2.2 Examples showing the number of gestures denoting target elements

Examples of gestures where the target item is included in the gesture, and where
the target item is omitted from the gesture

See figure 3.4.

File names:

EX03 camera typical 51A

EX03 camera atypical 51A

For the typical-use gesture, the participant produces a camera gesture, repeated. For

the atypical-use gesture, the participant does not specify the target item of camera.

Examples of a gesture sequence where the participant produces two unique ges-
tures for the target element

See figure 3.5.

File name:

EX03 sewingmachine typical 212A

The participant produces two sub-gestures for the target element, one in which she

depicts sewing with a needle and thread, and one in which she represents the motion

of the sewing machine.

A.2.3 Examples of handshape strategies used to describe different scenes

Examples of handling handshapes used across scene types.

See figure 3.9a.
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File names:

EX03 nailpolish typical 112A

EX03 nailpolish atypical 112A

For the both the typical-use and atypical-use scenes, the participant produces a hand-

ling gesture for the target item nail polish.

Examples of different handshapes used in different scene types.

See figure 3.9b.

File names:

EX03 machete typical 92A

EX03 machete atypical 92A

The participant produces a handling handshape for the typical-use scene cut with
machete, but uses a descriptor gesture for the atypical-use scene drop machete in bin.

A.2.4 Example of the use of a basehand gesture.

See figure 3.10a.

File name:

EX03 hammer typical 122A

The participant gestures the meaning hammer against a wall, using a basehand to

ground the hammering gesture.

A.2.5 Examples of repetitions in gestures

Example of an iconic repetition

See figure 3.14a.

File name:

EX03 scissors typical 202A

The participant produces a repeated cutting gesture, iconically represent the repeti-

tion inherent in cutting across a sheet of paper.
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Example of a non-iconic repetition

See figure 3.14b.

File name:

EX03 ring typical 162B

The participant repeats a gesture in which he puts on a ring, using a repeated action

not represented in the target scene.

A.3 Examples from Chapter 4: The cultural evolution of com-

plex constructions

A.3.1 Video file names

Video file names showing examples from chapter 4 are prefixed with EX04.

Video files are further identified by a set of strings that identifies the sentence pairs,

with each sentence denoted by the agent of the sentence and a short code noting the

verb (e.g. Sthrow). The participant identifier is given as the chain, the generation and

an individuating label (A or B). For example, the file name

EX04 Scyc Hrun 53A

denotes a gesture video for the target pair:

Sarah cycles to Hannah.
Hannah runs to Sarah.

The participant in this example took part in chain 5, generation 3 of the experiment.

A.3.2 Examples of gestures using the lexical strategy.

Examples of the use of 1- and 2-handshapes

See figure 4.7.

File name:

EX04 Scyc H run 53A

The participant uses the 1 handshape to refer to Sarah and the 2 handshape to denote

Hannah, within a sentence pair.
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Examples of lexical handshapes to denote specific agents.

See figure 4.8.

File names:

EX04 Hkick Hsend 15B

EX04 Hthrow Skick 55A

The first participant uses the 1-handshape to consistently denote Hannah in both

sentences of a same-agent sentence pair. The second participant uses the 1-handshape

to refer to the agent, Hannah, and the 2-handshape to denote the goal, Sarah.

A.3.3 Examples of gestures using the body strategy.

Examples of the use of body orientation to denote agents in a target sentence.

See figure 4.9.

File names:

EX04 Ssend Hgive 25A

EX04 Hthrow Skick 25A

The participant uses body orientation to denote different agents, orienting to the right

for Sarah, and to the left for Hannah.

Examples of the body strategy in same-agent sentence pairs.

See figure 4.10

File names:

EX04 Hscold Hphone 45B

EX04 Hscold Hphone 25A

The first participant contrasts body orientation to denote the agent in a same-agent

sentence pair (Hannah). The second participant does not use body orientation to

distinguish between agents in a same-agent sentence pair, though she does so for

different-agent sentence pairs.
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A.3.4 Examples of gestures using the indexing strategy

Examples of the index strategy

See figure 4.11

File names:

EX04 Shelp Hscold 32A

EX04 Hscold Shelp 33A

The first participant uses an indexing stragy along the z-axis, point to herself for the

agent and away from the body for the goal. The second participant indexes sentence

participants along the x-axis.

Examples of consistent indexing locations

See figure 4.12

File names:

EX04 Sswim Hwalk 34A

EX04 Hphone Spraise 34A

The participant uses consistent locations for Hannah and Sarah, across sentence pairs.

Examples of verb movement with respect to index locations

See figure 4.13

File names:

EX04 Skick Hthrow 32A

EX04 Hgive Ssend 34B

The first participant produces a verb path which is neutral in relation to the index

locations for Hannah and Sarah. The second participant produces a verb path that

demonstrates movement between the indexed locations for Hannah and Sarah.
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